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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GLOSSARY
BACKLOG
Requirements for things
that can be improved but
are not essential. We’ll
do them if we have enough time.

CLIENT /
COSTUMER
Company for who LBF
sells to.

END USER
LBF´s productsactual user.
Usually the ones for whom
the clients resells LBF products.
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SAV
Stands for “Service après
vente” in french which means After sales service.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SUMMARY EXECUTIVE

We’ve tested a few iterations
of digital and physical prototypes based on different areas, such as provision of instructions and quality control
systems, that could improve
both LBF’s business and the
users daily connection with
the product. Through these
iterations, it became evident
that the greatest opportunity
for growth lies in LBF’s clients
work environment, where
their external assembly teams can benefit from an improvement or help in the way

they assemble furniture. Our goal is to
create an application that will help external clients assemble the furniture in an efficient and proper manner after familiarizing them with the product. We hope that
this, in turn, will the customer’s satisfaction by avoiding possible mistakes during
the assembly, strengthening relationships
between LBF and its valuable customers.
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Our team has been diligently
researching opportunities for
growth at LBF, a company
specialized in luxury furniture manufacturing, in order to
assess the need to strengthen after-sales customer relations. We have done extensive research on LBF’s work
environment, similar furniture
related companies, and on
customer experience related
studies and surveys to better
understand the context we
would be working in.

CONTEXT
Our Sponsor company is LBF. They
are a luxury furniture manufacturer
from Lousada, Portugal, that delivers
high-quality products to companies
and stores worldwide. To make their
innovative designs, they use the best
techniques and technologies available on the market in order to achieve
the quality and aesthetics they need.
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Since its founding in 1968, the company invested in a solid technical
structure, has equipped itself with
modern equipment suitable for the
production of furniture.

le in the market, in order, to
have the best quality of manufactured products, with the
highest standards of design
and comfort.
Capable of producing huge
amounts of furniture parts in
a short time, structured and
equipped for series production, our company offers the
customer a really short period
of delivery, and that is a thing
that only the most prestigious
companies in the world can
give .
With an international market
share of around 90%, LBF already has considerable weight in the country’s exports
and wants to further consolidate this same “slice”. Prestigious partners, participation
in international fairs and new
emerging projects have been
the major drivers for LBF to
assert itself more and more in
the international market
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In order to fully meet the needs of their customers they bet on the
quality of services rendered resulting in product design, quality
and functionality. So, they adopted the best techniques availab-
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Their objective is to understand how they
can create a new digital integrated after sales service, that transforms the customer experience of assembling, maintaining and/or
repairing high quality furniture, improves customer satisfaction and simultaneously reduces costs and time-to-repair. They want also
to take full control over the external process.
Why? Because they
understood that furniture assembly is a
huge part of the high-end luxury home
furnishing experience. They have realized that their clients
usually expect a premium service when
they buy a piece of
their furniture.
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But, because they
export to all parts
of the world, they
need have a really
strong control over
the assembly, maintenance, and repair
processes.

THE T
Allan Krasner
Bruno Cunha

Małgorzata Brzuska
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Gustavo Carneiro

TEAM

Wiktoria Midera
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DESIGN
What have we done?
We started with secondary research before we could speak and research with our
company.
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We search for similar companies to LBF in
order to gain knowledge on how the subject we’re working on (customer experience and support) functions;
And we also search companies which have
the best customer experience and/or support (based on 2017 Temkin Experience
Ratings [U.S.]) and best practises for that
to happen;

DEVELOPMENT
To Understand about customer experience related services so the team can provide a context of what we’re
dealing with.
Understanding the customer is also a very important
part of the customer experience process, so focusing
on their problems and feedback is key.
Retrieving valid feedback in
this matter requires a consistent amount of people,
explaining our search for
studies and surveys from
where to get insights and
data.
LBF is a luxury furniture company, so we also find customer feedback on similar/rival companies so we could
better understand specific
problems related with luxury
furniture after-sales service.
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Why have we done it?

DESIGN
How we did it?
Customer complaints analysis on several luxury furniture companies/manufacturers
from known customer complaints websites (Complaints
Board and Pissed Consumer):
Bernhardt,Henredon,Horchow,Universal
Furniture,
Klaussner, Roche Bobois.
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Research on management,
marketing and customer experience websites:
Management Study Guide,
Infusionsoft, Customer Experience Insight.
Studies and survey analysis
on customer experience tendencies and statistics:
Huffington Post with Esteban Kolsky/thinkJar surveys,
Supper Office survey compilation with Aberdeen Group
Inc, Accenture, B2B Digital
Trends, Deloitte, Gart
ner,
Mobile Marketer, Kampyle, Kolsky/thinkJar, Software
Advice, Visioncritical, Walker

and WOW Local Marketing, IBM 2017
Customer Experience Index (CEI) Study.
What have we learned?
A company should have responsive and
efficient ways of communicating with its
customers;
Reliable, effective, consistent and se-

DEVELOPMENT
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amless communication company-customer is important, even in companies with
cross-channel communication;
Social network feedback/communication
is a modern and fast way to communicate
with customers;
It’s important to collect a lot of customers’
data/feedback and bring out valuable insights from them to provide the best experience for each user (understand the

customer > entice their loyalty);
Everything is going mobile.
A bad mobile experience can
spoil the customer’s image
about the brand / company /
business;
Absence of feedback isn’t a
sign of satisfaction and most
unhappy customers simply
leave.
Offer a consistent experience (omnipresent brand - any
store, any platform, anytime,
offline or online) with innovative value add-technologies;
Customers like contact, proximity. Keep in touch (offers,
happy birthday, say hi, etc).
Honesty is key to keep the
customer engaged and connected to the company;
Customers want transparency
and being able to speak/report their problems/feedback
to interested and informed
employees.

DESIGN
Primary research
What have we done?
Engaging and observing situations within
LBF and their context
Why have we done it?
Gather knowledge about our company,
employees and their procedures and work
methods in order to understand where is
the problem(s) and to be able to decide
which one we’re tackling;
LBF is a company with a very wide and
varied market, so obtaining information
and useful data about clients or their
customer experience process is key;
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Understanding the context and getting to
know how things work “behind the scenes” is another crucial step on understanding the potential problems that a company might be going through.

DEVELOPMENT
How we did it?
Questioning several employees
from different departments:
Management;
Human Resources;
Production;
Customer Support;
Design;
Observing production (assembly and testing mainly) employees and their work process

At this early stage of research,
we found these 2 main/bigger
problems:
External to LBF;
Mostly related with external assembly staff, and the fact they
aren’t prepared to deal with
such delicate furniture;
If the store has their own assembly team, they have some
knowledge, regarding the products they are selling;
If the store hires other companies/teams, which is more and
more frequent nowadays (is
cheaper), to:
Unload
Store;
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What have we learn?

DESIGN
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And then deliver the furniture to the end user and assemble it;
Means that staff will have
no knowledge at all on LBF
furniture, most likely damaging it.
In non-stores (where there’s no reselling - decorators, organizations), SAV’s
are less frequent, but when
they occur, is mainly because of bad assembly of external assembly teams…
When LBF takes care of the
assembly there’s no complaints.
2. LBF has an obsolete method to handle client’s complaints, compared with today’s standards:
They use e-mail to receive
and handle client’s complaints and then phone calls
if additional information is
required:
The e-mail regarding the
complaint must have a picture and description of the
issue;
This can work, but is very

permissive, in the way that there’s no
specific way to organize the information, making the customer support staff’s job harder:
Can damage customer’s trust.

DEVELOPMENT
At its stage, we didn’t have enough information to build a persona. But we
have identified the possible scope of
our user (LBF’s after-sales service):

LBF after-sales service
team;
LBF assembly team;
Client’s team/responsible
that buys from LBF;
Client’s assembly teams;
External (for hire) assembly
teams.
But we felt, we still needed
more research with LBF and
their clients to perfectly understand on what specific
user we would focus on:
So the next step was collect
more data for our persona
regarding the client, their
assembly teams and their
working process, as well
as LBF’s after-sales service
responsible and their own
assembly teams, looking
for more details so we can
be more informed on who
we’re going to focus on, for
the best approach possible.
Nevertheless, we identified some needs, within the
group of users above:
Better, more comprehensive instructions on how to
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PERSONA

DESIGN
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properly assemble/maintain LBF furniture - for
client’s assembly teams
(company owned team or
external);
More extensive and higher
quality training for client’s
assembly teams (company
owned team or external), in
order to get more familiar
with LBF furniture;
LBF needs to increase their
functionality when it comes to handling customer’s
complaints;
LBF needs a better communication system with their
clients.
WHY DO WE THINK THEY
ARE IMPORTANT?
Providing training and detailed instructions for people who are assembling
LBF’s furniture can, in the
end, lead to less number of
damages:
Usually with each product,
LBF provides simple one-page instructions, for the
client’s assembly teams.
These instructions don’t

LBF instructions sheet exemple

give any information regarding fittings
or more detailed handling, which often
leads to improper assembly and damages on the furniture.
Improving communication will reduce
the complications of reporting a problem, saving time, and helping to find
a proper solution to take adequate action:
LBF’s system on receiving complaints

DEVELOPMENT
is based on an inefficient
e-mail exchange, being very
permissive for the client to
give inaccurate and often
hard to understand complaint descriptions.
Most of the damages and
complaints LBF get are related with poor furniture assembly by external assembly teams. Because they
don’t have the “know how”
to deal with LBF’s furniture, their lack of knowledge
could lead to damaging
the client -company relationship. It’s also bad for
LBF financially, representing a cost of 4-5% on LBF’s
yearly revenue.

our assumptions and information collected from our primary research.
We created experience maps, based
on assumptions we’ve made, to help
us understand our users and their possible issues until we can create it with
concrete information:
We also used the WHO+DO’s tool to
better understand who our possible
users could be. This process explained
who we think our user could be and
explained their task in the scope of
our problem’s context.

We identified LBF’s clients’
needs based on information that we got from the
meeting with LBF.
Data gathered as secondary research also from our
liaison, gave us statistical
and factual support over
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HOW DID WE FIND
THIS?
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DESIGN
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DEVELOPMENT
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DESIGN
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DEVELOPMENT
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DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT
Synthesis
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We were a bit confused on
what problem we should
target (the external assembly
staff issue or the after-sales
service team issue), but:
We ended up going for the
first one (external assembly
staff issue), since it made
more sense for the team to
try to avoid complaints, fixing the external assembly
staff problem;
Instead of making it easier
for LBF (after-sales service
team) to deal with those
complains.
Based on this decision, we
prototyped over it:

DESIGN
PROTOTYPE 1
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WHAT DID WE PROTOTYPE?
We created a step-by-step
instruction app to create a
paper plane.
WHY IS IT RELEVANT TO
OUR PROJECT?
After our last few meetings,
we’ve realized that the biggest problem with after-sales services happen due to
problems inside the factory,
specifically during testing
and assembling furniture:
Providing a detailed
instruction guide in every
process of furniture assembly at LBF’s factory can serve as a way to ensure that
all correct procedures and
steps are followed. This leads to fewer errors on LBF’s
behalf, reducing customer
complaints, improving customer satisfaction and reducing costs to the company
The user has full control over how long it takes

Testing the paper plane prototype on people

to follow the instructions.
To try and choose among several
instructions displays;
- The type of instructions given were:
Picture based instructions with captions;
Scheme instructions (like LBF – very
simple and superficial);
Video instructions with captions (tutorial-like through the different steps);

DEVELOPMENT
Animated simulation with
captions.
We chose a paper plane as
our model, because:
It’s cheap since it doesn’t
require a lot of materials to
develop, making it easy to
test;
It’s relatively complex and
small, which has some similarities to the kind of adjustments required when
assembling LBF’s furniture.

The 4 different kind of instructions inside the app
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LEARNINGS FROM PROTOTYPE I
Providing instructions
and/or guides is probably
the fastest and most time/
cost-efficient way to provide “know-how” on LBF’s
furniture and its assembly
process;
Animated instructions
(video/animation) are easier to understand;
People like interactivity
and the fact they’re able to
control how the instructions
work;

DESIGN
CONCLUSIONS
Despite this, further research revealed the existence of another problem
that was bigger than the one we were currently focusing on. According
to the after-sales staff and the human resources manager:
The biggest issue is internal, which occurs inside LBF production
stage:
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o (Mostly) Bad assembly on the
factory:
Ex: the hardware doesn’t fit;
o Poorly done lacquering:
Ex: they didn’t let it dry enough
or was still fresh;
o Poorly done fills:
Ex: a solid wood table sometimes has some openings, which
you can’t really fill/paint because
it’s how the wood is, but LBF manufacturers fil it with bits of wood
and it’s really noticeable;
So, issues with poor assembly by
the external assembly teams happens, but it’s not frequent.
This leaded us to focus on the
bigger problem, since we had
the idea of fixing the problem in
its root and avoid internal issues,
which would improve customer’s
relationship with LBF and avoid
most complaints.

DEVELOPMENT
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And again, our second prototype, the critical experience one, was
directed to this new issue:

DESIGN
PROTOTYPE 2
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WHAT DID WE PROTOTYPE?
We prototyped an experience that would allow us
to understand how the introduction of a verification
system would affect the
workflow of employees.
WHY IS IT RELEVANT TO
OUR PROJECT?
After our last few meetings,
we’ve realized that the biggest problem with after-sales services happen due to
problems inside the factory,
specifically during testing
and assembling furniture:
Providing a phased verification system over LBF’s
work process can prevent
possible mistakes and allow
employees to make sure
everything is done correctly before sending their
products to the client, preventing them from getting
sloppy:
Most of the complaints are
due to poor assembly du-

ring the production stage, specifically
on standard furniture, where LBF employees are, more experienced;
Because of the experience with that
furniture, they often don’t require
instructions or guides to assemble it,
which increases the chance of making
mistakes.
HOW DID WE TEST IT?
We’ve decided to test:
The process of folding t-shirts in a predefined way (same folding method for
every user):
Folding method retrieved from https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=An0mFZ3enhM
Why this method:
Experience about something which is
a daily activity for people who we’re
testing with (as furniture assembly is
for LBF employees) and that we could
easily test;
But still collect useful feedback we
could extrapolate to our specific situation;
Since we’ve had difficulties in the past
of arranging meetings with LBF, not
knowing if we would be able to test
directly with them;
We evaluated and compared:

DEVELOPMENT

What changed:
When we observed their way of
assembling, we realized:
They already have a very methodical, even though manual, verification method;
The employees are experienced
and don’t appear to be sloppy;
Still, we discussed the possible
need of improving the verification process asking their opinion
on the matter.
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How long does it take for a person to fold a t-shirt with our method, in two ways:
by themselves;
with a verification system (simulated by us);
How many errors do they make in
both processes:
The user’s opinion.
As for the experience with LBF,
where initially we would evaluate:
How long does it take for the employees to assemble the furniture:
by themselves;
with a verification system (simulated by us);
The user’s opinion.

DESIGN
LEARNINGS FROM PROTOTYPE II
Having a verification system in our test revealed
that it takes longer to complete a service when
they’re using a verification method:
Test result: 30/33 (90,9%);
Shows us that we need to develop a method that
is easy to use and is like their current system;
Can’t affect LBF’s efficiency, nor the amount of
furniture they assemble in a daily basis.
A verification system prevents the user from
making mistakes in their work:
Test result: 28/33 (84,8%)
Some people (women and Polish people - more
“reserved” and don’t like to make mistakes) may
feel embarrassed/frustrated when they’re offered help to complete a task:
Test result: 10/33 (30%);
Maybe happening because of in our testing,
the verification is being done by a person, giving the perception that they’re being controlled;
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Maybe happening because tested people
aren’t used to it;

DEVELOPMENT

After observing and talking with the assembly employee from
our experience we realized that:
The problem inside LBF exists, but in its majority, doesn’t seems to be in the assembly stage;
According with the employee, if there is something wrong
with the product is not their fault because it already came to
them wrong (production stage fault) and they say that they
rarely let mistakes go through if they see something is wrong:
If what he says is true, there wouldn’t be as many mistakes related with the assembly (inside LBF) as there is according with
the after-sales staff;
We now need more information regarding client’s complaints
to, once more, direct our efforts to where the core problem is.
What we learned with this experience made us believe that,
we didn’t get the problem right. So, we needed more information:
We compared statistics and complaints data over the years
(2014, 2016 and 2017 – in 2015 LBF factory burned down, so
we didn’t consider that year);
There’s no pattern on where most complaints come from over
the years (it’s very sparse);
The problem revealed to be spread all over the production
stage at LBF;
Increased complexity;
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If we notice this happening with LBF employees, we might
need to use an automatic method to exclude the requires employee interaction to reduce that feeling;
Most of the people we tested on, understood the need of
having a verification system, especially in high value product
manufacture, and don’t mind having it:
Test result: 27/33 (81,8%)
Some people think verification is only useful while people are
learning from it. After some time, they can get used to it and
the verification process can become tedious and unnecessary:
Test result: 11/25 (44% - doesn’t count all people tested);
LBF’s employees are already experienced with what they do,
which is different from the outside testing.

DESIGN
Final Conclusions
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After all our research, these are the two problems we
identified as key:
Outside LBF;
Mostly related with external
assembly staff, and the fact
they aren’t prepared to deal
with such delicate furniture;
o If the store has their own
assembly team, they have
some knowledge, regarding the products they are
selling;
o If the store hires other
companies/teams, which
is more and more frequent
nowadays (is cheaper), to:
Unload;
Store;
And then deliver the furniture to the end user and assemble it;
Means that that staff will
have no knowledge at all
on LBF furniture, most likely
damaging it.
In non-stores (where there’s
no reselling - decorators,
organizations), SAV’s are

less frequent, but when they occur, is
mainly because of bad assembly of external assebly teams…
When LBF takes care of the assembly
there’s no complaints.

Inside LBF;
Most complaints and after-sales related issues occur
due to LBF’s.
There’s no pattern on where
specifically the complaints
occur the most over the years, yet:
Excluding transport related
complaints, most of them
come from the production
stage;
Complex issue, includes several groups of users (assem-

blers, painters, furniture designers,
wood cutters, finishing staff, etc);
Needs to affect the entire company.
These conclusions were taken later
on the synthesis stage and we still
needed to discuss them with LBF
and our liaison. It was a challenge figuring out:
If we would be able to figure the problem in time for us to keep track of
the various phases of the project so
we can still make an appropriate solution;
Besides, the internal problem, which we were tackling, was much more
complex than we thought:
Mainly due its user group, which is
extended to all production stage employees (painters, assemblers, furniture designers, etc);
For it to be solved, it requires an active and meaningful change on the
company’s workflow, making it much
harder to successfully solve and develop a solution that can and will be
used.
Because of this, we decided that our
impact both on LBF and the user
could be much bigger if we targeted the external assembly staff issue.
Making the LBF’s clients external assembly teams our new users.
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DEVELOPMENT

DESIGN
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GIVEN REQUIREMENTS

REQUIREMENTS
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DISCOVERES REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS
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BACKLOG

FINAL OUTCOME

...simplify the assembly process so that is
is intuitive enough to be handled by the
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client’s external assembly staff?

THE
Why did we designed the
app this way?
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The mobile application
design was made with our
core target user in mind:
external assemblers. We
also knew these workers represent a wide age range,
including young adults with
a high affinity for technology, but also older personel
which may barely know how
to use a smartphone.
This means we needed a
simple design, with the least number of steps as possible for the assembler to
get from their profile to the
instructions of a given furniture. So, our design, heavily
inspired on the trustworthy
Google’s Material design,
proven to be easily recognizable and user friendly,
presents the following features:
Accessible userflow – as
few taps as possible to get
around the distinct functions;

Only 2 taps needed to get from the instructions
menu to the actual instructions

DESIGN
Different access levels:
Profile – Assemblers can see their goal and work information;
Service – Assemblers have access to instructions on repair/assembly;
Profile (left) and instructions (right) help
bridging the gap between motivation and
education, helping the assemblers have
all what’s necessary to properly do their
job
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Recognizable controls – Simple taps and swipes to easily get around
the app;
Single taps on buttons;
Swipe left/right, up/down to move around instructions or lists;

THE
Visible buttons
Big buttons on critical functions, along with the use of shadows and
contrasted colors to make interactive areas stand out;

12x
skrews

3x
drawers

4x
hinges

1x
table top

Profile (left) and instructions (right) help
bridging the gap between motivation and
education, helping the assemblers have
all what’s necessary to properly do their
job

4x
legs

Something is missing? Warn LBF

Recognizable controls – Simple taps and swipes to easily get around
the app;
Single taps on buttons;
Swipe left/right, up/down to move around instructions or lists;
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Big buttons make it easier for assemblers
to see what and where they’re clicking,
even when wearing gloves.

DESIGN
Visual feedback
Each interactive area will provide visual feedback, so the user knows he
has been successful:
Colour gradings;
Scaling animations;
Gesture animations (tap and swipe);
...Or display warnings when the user’s about to leave the page or make
critical actions:
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Example of warning log when user is
trying to log off the app

THE
The design, was also the first part of the development process, using rapid digital
prototyping software we developed studies on color schemes, button placement
and app flow to understand the best way to present the information:

First design tests, still using a menu.
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We soon realized we should drop the idea of having the menu and transform the
navigation into a more straightforward and simple experience. Even after the development of

Later versions with a more finalized layout and button placement

DESIGN
The instructions were also designed to be easy to understand:
Simple, short step-by-step instructions will allow for easy understanding;
Animated, so they can present very specific instructions with high detail;
Text support and visual feedback on key areas will help assemblers better understand what’s being shown;
Since the animations are made with the digital versions of the furniture, it is also
possible to create interactable versions of these instructions, which will eventually
allow the assemblers to be able to control how they want to visualize the instruc
tions.
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Instruction example print. The animations are made via KeyShot and post-processing on
Adobe After Effects

THE
The prototype currently has
screens that are important to
the functionality of the app.
It starts with the login screen
with the option to sign up.
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From there, you have access
to your profile page where
you can begin a job and put
in an order number that currently takes 5 numbers

PROTOTYPE

If you are missing a part in the assembly checklist
page, you can report the issue directly.
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After putting in the order number, you have the option of choosing
assembly or repair. With assembly, you have to use the checklist to confirm that you have all the parts.

THE
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Once you made sure all of
the parts were there, you can
begin watching the videos to
complete the assembly and
then log out.

We used ionic and firebase to create this app.
Firebase was used as a way to get the database done quickly so that
we can show the basic idea of it. A live version of this app should replace the database with SQL instead.
We still have to create the web part of this setup in order to have the
information on a friendly display for easy access. We also included an
option for the assembler to skip the video if and only if the user has
already seen this before. If not, the assembler is not able to skip. This
is also not implemented yet.

PROTOTYPE

Control Modifications:
Order number page: this page was modified so that the user cannot
continue onto the next page until a 5 digit order number code is entered
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FRONT END - IONIC 3.0
When developing the front-end, we chose to go with using Ionic
3.0 for many reasons. Among the most important is the fact that Ionic
supports simple deployment to both iOS and Android builds. It also
provided us with a very quick way to develop the initial framework,
which has since been modified and customized to create the visual
aesthetic and functionality that we needed.
Visual modifications:
Global SCSS: this file was modified to incorporate the scheme the design team created seamlessly throughout the application.
Code is found in src/theme/variables.scss
Colors:
darkblue: #3F4F64,
teallbf: #00C1C2,
offGrey: #ACAFB4
Imported Fonts:
@import “roboto”;
@import “noto-sans”;
Button Images: The design team created graphic buttons which were
exported to .png files and then used as buttons on the ServiceChoicePage. The png files can be found in src/assests/img
Form color formats: for our purposes, we made the background color
of the forms transparent though the app.
Code is found in src/app/app.scss
Ion-input,form,ion-item,ion-label{
background-color: transparent !important;
}
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THE
Code found in
src/pages/enterordernumpage/enterordernumpage.ts
Here we import from angular forms, create “order” - a formGroup and
create the constraints for the validators of the formGroup, which were
that there had to be exactly 5 digits.
src/pages/enterordernumpage/enterordernumpage.html
Here we call the form created for the order number, linking it to the
formGroup created in the .ts file. We also disable the ‘next’ button unless the order form meets the constraints given in the .ts file.
Part confirmation page: this page was modified to ensure that the only
way the user can continue to the assembly process is if they had all
the parts necessary for the process. We ensure that the next button is
disabled unless every item on the list is checked
Code found in
src/pages/assemblyhomepage/assemblyhomepage.ts
Here we import from angular forms, create ‘itemList’ - a formGroup
and create the constraints for the validators of the formGroup, which
were that all of the items had to be checked(true).
src/pages/assemblyhomepage/assemblyhomepage.html
Logout confirmation: this is added into the profile page for when the
user chooses to log out. A pop up screen just asks them to confirm if
they would like to log out.
Code found in
src/pages/profilepage/profilepage.ts
Here we import the allert controler from ionic-angular and create the
showConfirm() controller which will either leave you on the profile page
or push you back to the sign in page.
src/pages/profilepage/profilepage.html
Here we create the logout button that when is clocked shows the confirmation box
on-click=”showConfirm()”

PROTOTYPE
Future Modifications:
A constraint that still needs to be added is in the Step pages. The ability to continue on to the next step should only be available once the
video has been watched in full with no ability to fast forward through
the animation. ONLY if the assembler had worked with this specific
piece should they be able to skip or fast forward through the step.

THE BUSINESS PLAN
Our solution primarily affects the assembly workers by increasing their
skills and knowledge about how to properly assemble LBF furniture but
also affects the communication of the company with all stakeholders.

NOTE: The “business plan” document attached to the documentation contains the most important information on both mobile and web
applications, all their features and added-value for the company, as
well as information about future development.
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Our product has impact on the business model of the company and in
the future we expect it will reduce costs that LBF has to spend for repairs. The solution will improve LBF’s contact with customers and their
market position. The biggest challenge for LBF will be completing the
product we offer and bringing it out. The company should know the
needs of all product users and be able to improve the solution to meet
needs of each stakeholder. This is information with which the company
should be familiar before launching the product on the market.

Team organization
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While we are organized, we
do not really have a ‘team
organization’. In our case
we are a team that works
together. We also do not
have a leader. Our team organization is based on joint
conversations. We have different habits, knowledge,
way of reasoning etc. Because we are so diverse it
makes our team really creative. We keep an atmosphere of friendship and trust (as
Patrick Lencioni said “Remember, teamwork begins
by building trust”). In our
group it is really important
that we cannot be afraid to
speak our thoughts – even
if they seem dumb.
But still because we study
in different departments,
we are focusing on different
parts of the project:
Porto – Design,
New York – Computer
Science,
Warsaw – Business.

This is because we have different knowledge and experience in those areas.
But again – we work together. It is not
that Porto is responsible for design
e.t.c. Each of us have an opportunity

PLANNING
to the company. To figure out what
kind of information we need from the
company, the group talk together.
Students from New York are also responsible for checking the grammar
in deliverable documents.
In conclusion, our team organization
is based on individual work & knowledge and compressed into teamwork
& knowledge.

The exception to this ‘responsibility’ is that students
from Porto are responsible for keeping in touch with
LBF - they contact with them
and/or visit the factory. This
is because the are the closest
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to tell the others about their
ideas and we make decisions
collectively. We also have not
had any problems with decision making. do decisions together.
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Team communication
Our group meetings take
place every Tuesday at 4pm
Porto time. We also meet
on Sundays when we need
to discuss some topics or
write deliverables and the
Tuesday meetings don’t
have enough time for us to
complete it.
In the beginning we were
using Messenger for our
conversations, Slack or
Google drive for uploading
files, Skype for video calls
and Asana for creating task
to do. After some time we
realised we use too many
applications for communication and it started to be
confusing. That is why we
decided not to use Messenger anymore and moved
our conversations to Slack.
Now we use Slack for all our
discussions and upload all
the needed files or Google
Drive links on there. After
a while, we stopped using
Asana as it was not being
used.

SLACK
We have created three channels which
are chat, files and random. Each of these channels were design for different
purposes.
On ”chat” we discuss problems, if there are any, regarding our project, arranging meeting hours, giving information
related to the progress of work and
having all conversations related to the
SQUAD project.
On ”files” we upload files such as results of our research, documents we
got from LBF, useful links and others.
This is also a place where we create our
documents such as deliverables, presentation, questioners and others.
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SKYPE
Skype is an application for video calls. We use it every time
during our Tuesdays meetings. It allows us also to write at
our chat group or share files
on it but we try not to do this
and use Slack in such cases as
it is difficult to find needed information after a while.
During Skype calls we often
try to clear up the issues we’ve
had. With video, it is easier to
communicate with each other
as we can see our colleagues’
behavior and mimicry. Some-

times we share on of our screens in
order to better communicate and understand specific problems or to help
the team follow what is being done.
GOOGLE DRIVE
We use Google drive to create documents that all teammates can see
and edit. Most often we use it to create deliverables.
When we make some decisions we
deeply discuss it every time to make
sure that every member of our team
is satisfied with the decision we make.
We try to get everyone’s opinions
and always take it into consideration.
Even if we disagree we try to explain
our point of view, convince each
other and always find agreement that
would satisfy everyone.
When one of our team members is
absent at our meeting we take care
to inform them what was discussed
during the meeting and make sure
that they agrees with what was decided.
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”Random” channel was create for conversations not
connected with project. This
is channel which helps our
team members to relieve and
have some fun as working in
nice and familiar atmosphere
is the most productive.
The disadvantage of Slack is
the inability to see who reads
your messages. We try to give
a”thumbs up” to confirm we
read newest the newest post
but it doesn’t always work.

Work breakdown
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We try to share the work we
have to do equally between
team members. Even if there are topics that are in someone area of interest we
try to make sure that other
teammates are also involved in the work process.
This works for research and
meetings
preparations,
where we discuss previously what questions are to be
asked and what information
do we need, for prototypes,
where we share thoughts
and ideas on what to prototype and how.
Because of LBF’s location,
Porto members of our team
are mainly responsible for
contact with the company
and meetings with LBF.
They are also organizing,
translating and sharing the
information they get from
the company with the other
members.
New York members spe-

cialize in the technological side of the
project. A significant part of prototypes
that our team created heavily relies on
them. Despite this, the testing of those
prototypes is made by all members.

PLANNING

Warsaw students participate
actively in all team meetings
and communicate their external (technology wise) pers-
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pectives of prototypes and research
that proved to be useful. This serves
as a different view of the problems
and steps we needed to make along
this past stage.

COMPLAINTS ANALYSIS
Complains Board. https://www.complaintsboard.com/
Pissed Customer: Online Reviews and Complains Platform https://www.pissedconsumer.com/
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RESEARCH
Customer Experience Insight.http://www.customerexperienceinsight.com/8-things-you-should-be-saying-to-customers/
InfusionSoft. After-Sales Service. https://www.infusionsoft.com/after-sales-service
Management Study Guide. After Sales Service / Customer Service. http://www.managementstudyguide.com/
after-sales-service.htm
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STUDIES
2017 Temkin Experience Ratings (U.S). https://temkingroup.com/product/2017-temkin-experience-ratings/
IBM Institute for Business Value. IBM 2017 Customer Experience Index (CEI) Study. https://www-01.ibm.com/
common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=GBE03798USEN
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Huffington Post with Esteban Kolsky/thinkJar. 50 Important Customer Experience Stats for Business Leaders.
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/vala-afshar/50-important-customer-exp_b_8295772.html
Supper Office survey compilation. 32 Customer Experience Statistics You Need to Know for 2018. https://
www.superoffice.com/blog/customer-experience-statistics/
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